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Abstract 

Understanding the processes that determine price variations is important in evaluating risks in the 

financial system. Many of the conventional models used to describe price variations are based on the 

model of Brownian motion. This model fails to take into account large price deviations, dependence 

and clustering that are present in financial markets. This thesis attempts to explain an alternative 

method, the Multifractal Model of Asset Returns (MMAR), based mainly on the three papers 

published by Mandelbrot, Fisher and Calvet in 1997. MMAR allows for large price deviations, 

clustering and dependence of price variation. In this thesis, the theoretical framework of MMAR is 

covered and some empirical tests are then carried out on the JPY/USD and SEK/USD exchange rate to 

show the faults of the conventional model and to examine the validity of the MMAR. The Hurst 

exponents of the exchange rates are estimated and the results seem to indicate there are some signs 

of multifractality for the JPY/USD rate. It is however difficult to measure the value of the MMAR in 

relationship to the complexity it brings. 
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Sammanfattning 

För att kunna bedöma finansiella risker, är det viktigt att förstå hur priser varierar. Konventionella 

modeler som har använts för att modellera prisvariationer bygger på Brownsk rörelse. Brownsk 

rörelse, tar dock ej hänsyn till stora prisförändringar, klusterfenomen och eventuellt beroende 

mellan prisförändringar. Syftet med denna uppsats är att presentera en alternativ modell, 

Multifractal Modelf of Asset Returns, (MMAR), som huvudsakligen bygger på tre artiklar publicerade 

av Mandelbrot, Fisher och Calvet år 1997. MMAR tillåter stora prisförändringar, klusterfenomen och 

beroende mellan prisförändringar. I denna uppsats framställs den teoretiska bakgrunden och sedan 

utförs ett antal empiriska tester av MMAR på valutakurserna JPY/USD och SEK/USD. Detta utmynnar i 

en uppskattning av Hurst-exponenten och resultaten tycks indikera att det finns multifraktalitet i 

JPY/USD-kursen. Det är dock svårt att uppskatta värdet hos MMAR i förhållande till den komplexitet 

som tillförs. 
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Introduction 

The most established financial models for describing price fluctuations are based on the 

assumption that market fluctuations follow Brownian motion, reminiscent of the way a grain 

of pollen would move through space. The first person to apply this model to financial markets 

was Louis Bachelier in the early 20th century (see [1, p. 9]). In recent years alternative models 

have emerged, some of which are corrections and adjustments of the original model, e.g. 

AutoRegressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (ARCH) models, while others are built on 

completely different premises. This paper aims to present the relatively new model 

‘Multifractal Model of Asset Returns’ (MMAR), to compare its theoretical framework to the 

framework of the predominantly used model and to empirically test its validity. 

The MMAR has been developed by the contributions of several researchers. The most 

prominent contributor is Benoit Mandelbrot but there are several other names worth 

mentioning, for example Laurent Calvet and Adlai Fisher. 

Benoit Mandelbrot has been active in many research fields. He is, perhaps, most famous for 

being the father of fractal geometry. In the 1960s his research involvement in quantitative 

finance began with the study of cotton prices. One of the main insights he reached in those 

studies was that prices do not follow a Gaussian distribution but rather Lévy stable 

distributions having theoretically infinite variance. From then on, during the 1960s and 1970s 

he developed various theories describing the price distributions and fluctuations, which were 

ever more precise. 

The culmination of his work in quantitative finance was the MMAR model. The model and 

various aspects of the theory were outlined in three research papers published in 1997. These 

three papers represent the most recent major contributions to the theory.     

Theoretical framework 

The MMAR can be deconstructed into several different models. The purpose of this section is 

to explain how the MMAR has evolved gradually through these various models. The following 

presentation follows roughly the historical development of the theory, from the initial study of 

cotton prices to the more recently developed models.     

Assumptions 

Modern financial theory is built on a number of assumptions. One of these assumptions is that 

price changes follow roughly the Brownian motion (see [1, p. 87]). Brownian motion describes 

the motion of a molecule in a uniformly warm medium and was used for the first time by 

Bachelier to describe price variations. This assumption of Brownian motion does in fact imply 

three critical assumptions.  
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The first one is the independent increments assumption. This means that each change in price 

appears independently from the last and that the price variations, so to speak, have no 

‘memory’. No important information regarding the modeling of the price variations can be 

obtained from historical charts, the only relevant information is today’s price. 

The second assumption is statistical stationarity of the price changes, i.e. the process 

generating the changes does not change over the time. If an analogy would be made to coin 

tossing, this means that the coin does not get switched in the middle of the game. 

The third assumption is the normal distribution. This means that price changes in terms of size 

roughly follow the bell curve; most changes are small and very few are extremely large.  

Yet another important assumption of the conventional model is that price change is more or 

less continuous (see [1, p. 85]). This behavior is characteristic of many physical systems, e.g. 

the way temperature rises and falls during the day and it is tempting to assume that the same 

holds for economic systems; i.e. that stock prices or exchange rates move smoothly from value 

to the next and do not, so to speak, ‘jump’.  If continuity is assumed many familiar 

mathematical techniques used in engineering and physics can be applied in modeling. 

However, these assumptions are faulty, prices do jump and Brownian motion is not always a 

reliable model of real world price behavior. This will be exemplified in the empirical section of 

this thesis. The alternative models, based on fractals, presented in this report will attempt to 

address these issues. 

Scaling 

A fractal is a mathematical set having a special kind of invariance or symmetry that relates a 

whole to its parts. Fractals typically display self-similarity, i.e. they look exactly or nearly the 

same at different scales. Below is a famous example of a fractal, the ‘Koch snowflake’.  
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Figure 1 – The Koch Snowflake [source: http://www.daviddarling.info] 

There are two main features which the fractal approach to finance rests on: the importance of 

invariance principles in economics, primarily stationarity and scaling, and that aspects of 

probability theory which are typically held as only interesting theoretically may be 

implemented in models describing empirical data (see [2, p. 28]).     

When applied to a positive random variable, the term scaling is short for scaling under 

conditioning. Assuming that the random variable   is specified by the tail distribution  ( )  

       ), suppose that it becomes known that   is at least equal to  . This alters the original 

unconditioned   to a conditioned random  . This means that the tail distribution of   is 

  ( )        }        |   }  
 ( )

 ( )
 

Assume that the tail distribution  ( ) follows the following power law distribution;  ( )  

     (
 

 ̃
)
  

, conditioning results in   ( )  (
 

 
)  . The result, thus, of conditioning is that 

the scale changes from   ̃ to  , hence the term scaling.  A famous empirically established 

finding of power laws is ‘Pareto’s law’ which states that the personal income of individuals in a 

population is scaling.  

The scaling exponent   is typically obtained by measuring the straight part of a graph of     

      (   ) versus     . High values of   are rarely of importance in experimental work 

because errors in   are much larger when   is large than when   is small (see [2, p. 30]). 
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Scaling has been proven to be an interesting alternative to the ‘mild’ Brownian and near 

Brownian randomness. It has been proven to be able to generate ‘wild’ randomness, i.e. 

randomness seen in the real world of financial markets (see [2, p. 31]). 

L-stable motion - the M 1963 model 

One of B. Mandelbrot’s earliest models, regarding financial data, was developed in 1963. It 

manages to account for the ‘tail-dominated’ variation of cotton spot prices  and will be 

referred to as the ‘M 1963 model’ (see [2, p. 3]). 

This model assumes that successive price changes are independent and non-Gaussian but 

stationary and scaling. It is capable of modeling price records in which the’ long-tailedness’ of 

the changes is dominant, but the serial dependence is not included. 

Given a price series  ( ), one can write  (   )       (   )       ( ). The M 1963 model 

assumes that  (   ) follows a probability distribution called L-stable.      ( ) is said to follow 

a random process called L-stable motion (LSM) when successive  (   ) are independent. The α 

exponent is here the significant parameter. The range of α is [0,2] but when price changes are 

evaluated it narrows down to [1,2]. The L-stable model implies an infinite variance (see [3]) 

Figure 2 provides empirical evidence for the scaling distribution of cotton spot prices (the price 

for immediate delivery), denoted  ( ), by employing Pareto-style log-log plots (see [2, p. 32]).  

Curves (1a) and (2a) represent the frequencies     (           )   } and     (    

       )    } for the period 1900-1904.  

Curves (1b), (2b) represent the frequencies      (           )   } and     (    

       )    } for the period 1944-1958. 

Curves (1c) and (2c) represent the frequencies      (             )   } and     (    

         )    } for the period 1880-1940. 
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Figure 2 – Graph showing the scaling phenomenon of cotton prices (see [2, p. 33]) 

The curves are approximately straight lines with the same slope      . The following can 

then be expressed  

   [    (   )   }]             ( ) 

    [    (   )    }              ( ) 

It is thus evident that the tails are asymptotically ruled by the scaling distribution with the 

same   exponent throughout.  

Dependence and Long Memory  

One major limitation of the M 1963 model is that it assumes price changes are independent. 

Most of the standard financial models assume that prices follow a random walk, i.e. one day’s 

price is independent of the last. It is, however, evident that many economic quantities, e.g.  

production, inflation and unemployment, display some kind of dependence (see [1, p. 182]). 

This problem was tackled by another model devised by Mandelbrot in 1965 (M 1965), which 

introduces infinite memory into statistical modeling and fractal Brownian motion (FBM) [2, p. 

35]. FBM is a process that has one important parameter: the Hurst or Hölder exponent H, 

which satisfies      . Brownian motion is a special case of FBM where      . 

If       prices will exhibit a persistent motion; a positive price change is more likely 

followed by another positive price change and vice versa for negative price changes. If 

    ⁄   each price step is more likely to be followed by a opposite price change, e.g. a 

positive price change is more likely to be followed by a negative price change. Simulations of 

FBM with different values of H are illustrated in the Figure 3 
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In Figure 3 the simulations at the top display the sort of zigzag pattern that would be expected 

when a small value of H is used, and the graphs below display more of a smooth and persistent 

behavior when a large H is used.  When      , standard Brownian motion is obtained, 

which displays neither persistence nor reversion.  FBM has been used extensively in other 

fields, e.g. in hydrology. 

The formal definition of FBM is as follows: 

Let      . 

  ( )  ∫ (  (   )    (  ))  ( )
( )

  

  

where, 

  ( )  

{
 

    
 
 

 (  
 
 )

    

     

 

  ( )    } being standard Brownian motion and  ( ) is the gamma function (see [4]). 

H
 =

 0
.1

H
 =

 0
.3

H
 =

 0
.5

H
 =

 0
.7

H
 =

 0
.9

Figure 3 – Graph showing simulations of Fractional Brownian Motion for different values of H 
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An important property of FBM is infinite memory. It implies, loosely speaking, a sort of long 

term dependence. This means that correlations decrease, but very slowly, even so slowly that 

they never seem to disappear completely. This behavior seems to in many cases have 

empirical justifications (see [1, p. 185]). 

Multifractality – Trading Time 

An important aspect of the MMAR is the multifractal nature of trading time. As has been 

mentioned before, a fractal is a pattern or object whose parts echo the whole, only scaled 

down. Multifractal, on the other hand, means that there are more than one scaling ratios in 

the same object (see [1, p. 208]). In many scientific models that try to emulate empirical data, 

e.g. of financial markets, multifractality is often more suitable than ordinary fractality (more 

precisely unifractality). 

In the ordinary Brownian motion model the magnitude of a price change    over a time 

increment    is related by: 

   √      . 

The exponent   (or 
 

 
 ) does not change over time and   

 

 
. 

For the M 1963 and M 1965 models the following holds: 

      . 

Once again, the exponent   does not change over time but this time      . 

Since the scaling exponent   is invariant in all these models, these models are referred to as 

uniscaling or unifractal. Multifractality implies that the exponent varies over time, i.e.  ( ) is a 

function dependent on time. (see [2, p. 39]). 

Let   ( )   [   ]        } denote a financial price process. 

Introduce a new process    ( )   [   ]}   

 ( )     ( )     ( ) 

 The formal definition of a multifractal process is that it fulfills the moment condition 

 (| ( )| )   ( )  ( )   

where  ( ) and  ( ) are deterministic functions of  . The main point of interest is the scaling 

function  ( ). If the scaling function is linear in q, the process is unifractal while a non-linear 

function implies multifractality (see [4]). 

Multifractality is reflected in the concept of trading time which is illustrated mathematically 

below. 
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The MMAR model assumes that X(t) is a compound process: 

 ( )    ( ( ))  

where    ( )    } is a FBM process with Hurst exponent H and   ( )   [   ] } 

is a stochastic time deformation process called trading time. Physical clock time is denoted by t 

(see  [4]).    ( )}       ( )} are independent (see [5]). 

Trading time reflects the fact that abrupt price changes in financial markets seem to be 

clustered in short periods of time, while there can also be long periods of relative inaction. One 

could say that time sometimes seems to go faster, and sometimes slower in financial markets 

(see [1, pp. 207-208]). 

There are several different ways the process  ( ) can be constructed. It must, however, have 

the following properties [4]: 

   ( ) is a multifractal process. 

   ( )   . 

   ( ) has continuous paths. 

   ( ) has non-decreasing paths. 

This concludes the presentation of the theoretical framework behind the MMAR. The various 

parts of the model, what aspects of financial markets they try to emulate and how they fit into 

the overall picture have been described in an order which follows roughly the historical 

development of the model. Specifically, the presence of large price deviations in financial 

markets have been addressed by the concept of scaling, the concept of dependence by the 

Hurst exponent and finally, the clustering of price movements by trading time. An exhaustive 

presentation of trading time has due to the scope of this thesis not been included and can be 

found in the papers by Mandelbrot (see [3]). 
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Empirical Tests 

In this section, graphs from real-world exchange rate data will be compared to that of a 

simulation of ordinary Brownian motion. A few simple tests of multifractality on these 

exchange rates will then be carried out resulting in an estimation of the Hurst exponents and 

the scaling functions. 

Presentation of Data and Method 

The empirical tests carried out in this report are based on two sources of data: the JPY/USD 

and SEK/USD exchange rates during the time period of 1992-01-02 to 2011-12-30. The 5032 

data points represent the daily exchange rates. These exchange rates are interesting to 

compare since the foreign exchange market for the JPY/USD is one of the most liquid in the 

world, while the SEK/USD is not as liquid..  

All computations and simulations were carried out in MATLAB. The code can be found in the 

appendix from the files test.m and simulationfbm.m. For the simulations of Brownian 

motion and MMAR model the file package “Multifractal Model of Asset 

Returns (MMAR)” (2010) by author Christian Wengert was used. The ffGn.m program 

included was used to simulate fractional Brownian motion. 

Comparison of real data with simulated Brownian motion  

Figures 4 and 5 show the price series, the logarithmic price series and the first difference series 

for the JPY/USD and SEK/USD exchange rates. The general advantage of using the logarithmic 

scale is that a 1 percent change today will look about the same as a 1 percent change several 

years ago. This is quite effective when studying the chart of, for example, the Dow Jones 

Industrial Average. However, as is evident in the graphs below, the price series and logarithmic 

price series look quite similar. The reason for this is that the exchange rates, unlike for 

example the Dow Jones Industrial Average, do not have a particular drift. 

The graphs in Figures 4 and 5 display some of the concepts covered in the theoretical section. 

For each exchange rate certain periods of high volatility can be identified. The long-tailedness 

of price change distributions is also evident from the large peaks in the logarithmic first 

difference plots. 
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Figure 4 – Graph of price series, logarithmic price series and first difference series of the JPY/USD exchange rate 
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Figure 5 – Graph of Price series, logarithmic price series and first difference series of the SEK/USD exchange rate 
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The graphs in Figure 6 show the same type of price series but this time they are the result of a 

simulation of Brownian motion with a mean of zero and standard deviation of one. It is 

evident, just by visual inspection, that the graphs of real data display a behavior that is quite 

significantly different from the graph simulating Brownian motion. Unlike the real data, there 

are no severely sharp peaks and clustering of price changes does not seem present. It is 

difficult to draw any immediate conclusions if some kind of dependence is present. These 

superficial observations are indicative of the invalidity of the traditional model of Brownian 

motion. 

   

Tests of multifractality 

A simple method to test multifractality in a prices series can be found in the Mandelbrot et al. 

paper regarding the Deutschemark/US dollar exchange rates (see [6]). Let  ( ) be a price 

series and [   ] a time interval of data. If this interval is decomposed to   intervals with 

length        and  ( )      ( )       ( ) is the log-price series, then the sample sum 

can be written as  

  (  )  ∑| ((   )   )   (    )|
 

   

   

  

where q is the parameter in the deterministic functions  ( ) and  ( ).  ( ) is the scaling 

function and if the process  ( )is multifractal then the definition of a multifractal process (an 

Figure 6 – Brownian simulation with 𝝈  𝟏 𝝁  𝟎 
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alternative definition to that posed in the theoretical section (see [4, p. 9]), 

 

 (| (    )   ( )| )   ( )(  ) ( )    

implies that the following assertion holds:  

   (  (  ))   ( )   (  )           

This means that the logarithm of the sample sum will be linear to the logarithm of    (see [4, 

p. 52]).  

The graphs in Figures 7 and 8 show this relationship for different values of   for the exchange 

rate of JPY/USD and SEK/USD. Both exchange rates show straight lines, implying multifractality 

for lower values of q. As q increases (      ), the sample gradually grows more non-linear. 

However, the JPY/USD sample sum plots look slightly straigther than those of the SEK/USD for 

higher values of  . 

 

Figure 7 Graph showing the sample sum as a function of time step for different values of q for the SEK/USD 
exchange rate 

(2) 

(3) 
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Another interestesting function to plot is the estimated scaling function  ( ) (see equation 2). 

An estimation of this can be evaluated by regressing equation (3)  with an OLS regression for 

each value of q. The estimated slope coefficient will then be the value of the scaling function 

for that particular q. For ordinary Brownian motion the scaling function is  ( )       . 

Deviation from this line would then imply that the ordinary Gaussian model of price variations 

is not sufficient. If the scaling function is non-linear, it suggests multifractality (see [4, p. 25]).  

Figure 10 and Figure 11 illustrate the estimated scaling functions for the SEK/USD and JPY/USD 

exchange rates respectively. 

The SEK/USD graph displays signs of unifractality. The estimated    does not deviate strongly 

from that of ordinary Brownian motion. The JPY/USD graph is however slightly concave and 

non-linear which could be interpreted as signs of multifractality. 

The estimated scaling function can also be used to estimate a value of the Hurst-exponent, H. 

This is done by solving the equation (see [6])  

 (  )    with        

Fitting the scaling function to a polynomial of order     and finding the zero value of this 

function gives the estimated H exponents as shown in Figure 10. 

Figure 8 Graph showing the sample sum as a function of time step for different values of q for the JPY/USD 
exchange rate 
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Exchange Rate      

JPY/USD 2.053 0.4871 

SEK/USD 1.9947 0.5013 

 
Figure 10 – Table showing the estimated Hurst exponents for the JPY/USD and SEK/USD exchange rates 

The SEK/USD Hurst exponent does not deviate significantly from the H of standard. Brownian 

motion,      .  The JPY/USD does however show weak signs of reversion,      . 

Overall, this might indicate that there is no real long-term memory in major currency rates 

which would possibly imply that the standard model should be sufficient for describing major 

exchange rates for longer periods of time.  
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Figure 4 

  

Figure 11 - Graph showing the estimated τ(q) as a function of q for SEK/USD exchange rate. The dotted line is 

the function 𝛕𝐁(𝐭)(𝐪)  
𝐪

𝟐
 𝟏 

Figure 12  - Graph showing the estimated τ(q) as a function of q for JPY/USD exchange rate. The dotted line is 

the function 𝛕𝐁(𝐭)(𝐪)  
𝐪

𝟐
 𝟏 
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Summary & Conclusions 

This thesis has investigated the Multifractal Model of Asset Returns (MMAR) by covering the 

faults of the conventional model, explaining the development of the new theory and then 

performing an empirical analysis and comparison to the conventional model of standard 

Brownian motion. Empirical tests were carried out on the JPY/USD and SEK/USD exchange 

rates. The results show that the conventional model is a very rough approximation of reality, 

omitting several important empirical phenomena of financial markets; fat tails, dependence 

and clustering of price volatility. Tests of multifractality in the exchange rates give mixed 

results. The JPY/USD exchange rate shows signs of multifractality and slight reversion while the 

SEK/USD tests indicate unifractality with a Hurst exponent very close to that of standard 

Brownian motion. It is possible that over shorter periods of time dependence might be present 

but over longer periods of time the short term dependencies cancel each other, resulting in a 

behavior that over longer periods display no dependence. To further investigate this it would 

be interesting to examine high-frequency data. 

The conventional models show an apparent failure to correctly model the price behavior. The 

MMAR seems to be empirically justified when describing behavior witnessed in the real world 

of financial markets as it addresses some issues neglected by the traditional model. However, 

as the estimated Hurst-exponents in this specific study only deviate slightly from that of 

standard Brownian motion (     ) it is unclear how much value the MMAR model adds in 

relationship to the complexity it brings. 
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Appendix 

Test.m 

clear; 
clc; 

  
M = csvread('datap3.csv'); 
% 2 - jpus, 3 - sdus 
P = M(:,3); 
%P(2171,1) = mean([P(2170,1);P(2172,1)]); 

  
logP = log(P); 
logPfdiff=zeros((size(logP',1)-1),1); 

  
for i=1:size(logP,1)-1 
    logPfdiff(i,1)=logP(i+1,1)-logP(i,1); 
end 

  
deltaT = linspace(1,20,20); 
logdeltaT=log(deltaT); 

  
q=[0.1 linspace(0.25,2.25,9)]; 

  
figure1=figure; 
hold on 
S = zeros(size(deltaT',1),size(q',1)')'; 
tau=zeros(1,size(q',1)'); 
for k=1:size(q',1)     

  
X = zeros(size(P,1),size(deltaT',1)); 
for i=1:size(deltaT',1) 
    N = floor(size(logP,1)/deltaT(1,i)); 
    for j=1:N 
        X(j,i)=logP(j*deltaT(1,i))-logP(1,1);         
    end     
    for j=1:(N-1) 
        S(k,i)=S(k,i)+(abs(X(j+1,i)-X(j,i)))^q(1,k); 
    end        
end 

  
plot(log(deltaT),log(S(k,:))); 
text(2.5,log(S(k,12)),['q = ', num2str(q(1,k))]) 

  

  
end 

  
xlabel('$$\Delta T$$','interpreter','latex','fontsize',10); 
ylabel('$$\sum S_Q$$','interpreter','latex','fontsize',10); 
print -djpeg100 SEK1.jpg 

  
%% 

  

  
lnS=log(S); 
lndeltaT=log(deltaT); 
b= zeros(2,10); 
for k=1:size(q',1)       
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[b(:,k),bint] = regress(lnS(k,:)',[ ones(20,1) lndeltaT']); 
end 
hold off 
p1=plot(q,b(2,:)); 
hold on 
tauB=q/2-1; 
p2=plot(q,tauB); 
set(p2,'Color','red','LineWidth',1,'LineStyle','--') 

  
xlabel('$$q$$','interpreter','latex','fontsize',10); 
ylabel('$$\tau (q)$$','interpreter','latex','fontsize',10); 
print -djpeg100 SEK2.jpg 

  
%% 

  
subplot(3,1,1); 
set(gca,'YTick',[]); 
set(gca,'XTick',[]); 
plot(P); 
axis tight 
ylabel('Price'); 
subplot(3,1,2) 
set(gca,'YTick',[]); 
set(gca,'XTick',[]); 
plot(logP); 
axis tight 
ylabel('log(Price)'); 
subplot(3,1,3) 
plot(diff(P)); 
set(gca,'YTick',[]); 
set(gca,'XTick',[]); 
axis tight 
ylabel('First Difference'); 
print -dmeta YEN3.emf 

  
%% Finding H 

  
fit = polyfit(q,b(2,:),5); 
f =  @(x) [x^5, x^4, x^3, x^2, x^1, 1] * fit'; 
qs = fzero(f,1.7) 
H = 1/qs; 

  
% H_yen = 0.4871 qh_yen 
% H_sek = 0.5013 qh_sek 
  

Simulationfbm.m 

%% För olika H 
clear; 
clc 

  
H = [0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9]; 
N = 1000; 
SIGMA = 3; 
MU = 0; 
Y=zeros(5,N); 

  

  
for i=1:5 
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Y(i,:) = FFGN(N, H(i)+1, SIGMA, MU) ; 
subplot(5,1,i) 
plot(Y(i,:)); 
set(gca,'YTick',[]); 
set(gca,'XTick',[]); 
axis tight; 
ylabel(['H = ', num2str(H(i))] ); 
end 
print -dmeta olikaH.emf 

  
%% 
clear 
clc 
Y2 = FFGN(5032, 1.5, 1, 0); 
min(Y2') 
Y2 = Y2 + max(abs(Y2')); 
subplot(3,1,1); 
plot(Y2); 
set(gca,'YTick',[]); 
set(gca,'XTick',[]); 
axis tight 
ylabel('Price'); 
subplot(3,1,2); 
plot(log(Y2)); 
set(gca,'YTick',[]); 
set(gca,'XTick',[]); 
axis tight 
ylabel('log(Price)'); 
subplot(3,1,3); 
plot(diff(Y2)); 
set(gca,'YTick',[]); 
set(gca,'XTick',[]); 
axis tight 
ylabel('First Difference'); 
print -dmeta Bsimul.emf 

  
%% 
P = Y2'; 
logP=log(P); 
logPfdiff=zeros((size(logP',1)-1),1); 

  
for i=1:size(logP,1)-1 
    logPfdiff(i,1)=logP(i+1,1)-logP(i,1); 
end 

  
deltaT = linspace(1,20,20); 
logdeltaT=log(deltaT); 

  
q=[0.1 linspace(0.25,2.25,9)]; 

  
figure1=figure; 
hold on 
S = zeros(size(deltaT',1),size(q',1)')'; 
tau=zeros(1,size(q',1)'); 
for k=1:size(q',1)     

  
X = zeros(size(P,1),size(deltaT',1)); 
for i=1:size(deltaT',1) 
    N = floor(size(logP,1)/deltaT(1,i)); 
    for j=1:N 
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        X(j,i)=logP(j*deltaT(1,i))-logP(1,1);         
    end     
    for j=1:(N-1) 
        S(k,i)=S(k,i)+(abs(X(j+1,i)-X(j,i)))^q(1,k); 
    end        
end 
plot(log(deltaT),log(S(k,:))); 
text(2.5,log(S(k,12)),['q = ', num2str(q(1,k))])  
end 

  
xlabel('$$\Delta T$$','interpreter','latex','fontsize',10); 
ylabel('$$\sum S_Q$$','interpreter','latex','fontsize',10); 

 

 


